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Your audience will see your photo first, then read your content and caption. 

Share your food and ideas with a gorgeous photo that will catch people's attention. 

Find the light near a window. Take a look at your photo and see if you have a story. 

Train your eye to see the composition. Styling takes time and it evolves over time.  

Editing is the fun part. Keep taking photos every day. 



5 Photography Steps
Five steps to make your food photos gorgeous. People will love to see your food. What

better way to engage, motivate, and educate your clients and followers.
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1- Light

2- Story

3- Composition

4- Styling

5- Editing

Take a couple of photos in different areas near a window.
Turn off your house lights and clean your phone lens. Diffuse the
light with a white see-through curtain or diffuser to soften the
light. Use reflectors, either a white one to reflect light or a
black one to reduce the light.

Visualize your photo and the story you hope to convey. Think of
your theme, topic, story, or idea. Show photo of ingredients.
Capture the process when cooking the food. Take a photo of
yourself cooking, eating, or holding the food. Take action shots
with a shutter button or a timer. 

Select plates and props to bring interest. Use backdrop, napkin,
linen cloth, cutting board, utensils, matte plates, and small
props. Check the color wheel for inspiration. Use triangles,
layers, texture, and repetition techniques. Keep attention on
what works and what you like, so you can repeat it. 

Edit your images to add contrast, exposure, and help with the
mood or the story of your photo. Play with hue, saturation and
luminance only of specific colors.
Free apps: Snapseed, Polarr.
Free and $$ apps: Lightroom Mobile, VSCO, InShot. 
iOS apps $: Afterlight, Darkroom.  
Camera apps $: Camera +2 (iOS), ProCam X (android).

Use your phone grid to guide you. Think of vertical, horizontal,
overhead, 3/4 angle, and front shots. Check the composition
techniques: the rule of thirds, phi grid, golden spiral, diagonal
compositions and more. A tripod will help you take overhead
shots. Be creative and see if you like the food on the center or
move things around.
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These presets are for the Lightroom mobile app. Click on the image:

 

Instructions:

1) Download the file on your phone via dropbox or cloud. Open each file, then export and save on your

phone. It should be a DNG photo that is now in your 'photo' app. 

2) Another way is to open Lightroom app and go here               with the + sign and add photos From Files.

3) Now add those DNG files to Lightoom: Open Lightroom and go here              with the + sign and add

photos From Camera Roll. Select the DNG file photos and import them to Lightroom. 

4) In Lightroom, open one of the DNG photos, click on the 3 dots on top         and select Create Preset.

Give your new preset a name, select where you want to save it under Preset Group, under User Presets or

under a new Group name. 

5) When you need to use a preset, select Presets and find your user presets.

Free Lightroom Presets

malenanutricion.com
Reach out if you need help. 

malena@malenanutricion.com 
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